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1 Introduction: Defence budgets in crisis

There is a great contrast between the co-operative way in which European countries fight wars, and the insular manner in which most prepare for them. Since the UK fought Argentina in the 1980s, no EU government has gone into a shooting war alone.¹ In all conflicts since – in the Balkans, in Iraq, in Chad or in Afghanistan – European troops served as part of an EU, UN or NATO mission or in an impromptu ‘coalition of the willing’ (in Iraq). Yet in peacetime EU militaries revert to their national ways. They exercise together from time to time, try (and often fail) to observe common technical standards for equipment, and loosely follow EU and NATO ‘capability goals’ in deciding what to buy. Some European countries have even formed joint military units. But the vast majority of defence euros, pounds or kroner are spent by individual governments building national forces and equipping them, mostly with weapons of domestic provenance. Defence ministries make scant reference to what purchases their neighbours might be contemplating, what shortfalls other European militaries struggle with, and what opportunities for collaboration may exist.

This is a very wasteful way to build armed forces. The 27 EU member-states have half a million more men and women in uniform than the Americans; yet they can only deploy a fraction of the troops that the US does on ‘expeditionary’ operations – those far from home bases, which is where all recent conflicts have been fought. The reasons for this relative weakness vary. Too much heavy Cold War weaponry remains in place in Europe; it is

¹ They did conduct smaller solo operations, such as the UK mission in 2000 to extract captured soldiers from Sierra Leone, Italy’s 1997 humanitarian intervention in Albania or France’s 2002 and 2011 interventions in Côte d’Ivoire.
increasingly sees the continued presence of the 80,000 troops in Europe as a luxury. The Pentagon has made clear that it wants some of them to return to the US soon. America’s and Europe’s military roles have partly reversed: NATO was founded to guarantee that the US would defend Europe if needed, but these days the US expects more and more help from allies in places such as Afghanistan. Seen from Washington, the weakness of European militaries has become a liability and a threat to transatlantic relations.

This ‘new’ US will also expect allies to take on more responsibility for policing their own backyard. Its prevarication over intervention in Libya is a sign of things to come. But it is not evident that the allies have the necessary money, personnel and equipment. As this report explains, their forces have shrunk much since the end of the Cold War. More recently, since the onset of the economic crisis, virtually all capitals have cut defence expenditure: Germany is reducing military spending by a quarter over the next four years; the UK defence budget will be cut by 7.5 per cent by 2015. Some of the smaller European countries have fared far worse; Latvia cut its military spending by almost 50 per cent between 2008 and 2010. With EU economies slated to grow a meager 1.8 per cent in 2011, there is little hope that economic growth will lift defence spending in the near term. Publicly, those European governments that have slashed defence budgets argue that the improved security environment allows them to do so. Privately, the same officials often admit that the cuts are driven not by changing threats but by the need to economise. The overall impression is that Europe’s cash-strapped governments are effectively building ‘best-case’ militaries: those suited for a benign security environment, but potentially ill-prepared to deal with consequences of crises in North Africa or a deterioration in relations with Russia.

expensive to maintain and, unless modernised to include up-to-date electronics, nearly useless. EU countries also spend one third of what the Americans spend per soldier: this means that fewer EU servicemen and women get the expensive equipment and training necessary for overseas operations. But, chiefly, EU countries underperform because with 27 different governments managing, equipping and commanding 27 militaries they never enjoy the economies of scale the US does. They spend far more than the Americans on the multiple back offices and commands, and they waste money subsidising too many unviable defence companies – themselves a product of a fractured market.

For decades, Europeans had few reasons to look for savings. Lack of co-operation meant that there were inefficiencies but their forces were large and reasonably well-funded. And the Americans were essentially content with European militaries performing below their full capacity. The US made perfunctory noises about fairer ‘burden-sharing’; Congress even mandated the Pentagon to report annually on whether the European militaries were shaping up. But for most of the Cold War and right up until the early 2000s, the US saw itself as the dominant power in Europe. It sought a decisive say in matters of European security and at the height of the Cold War it had hundreds of thousands of soldiers on the continent. Washington understood that US predominance gave the European governments little reason to bolster their own militaries. It tacitly accepted Europe’s relative military weakness because it made it easier for the US to assume leadership.

Things are completely different today. America’s interest in Europe’s security has diminished. After the attacks of September 11th, US attention shifted towards the greater Middle East. In recent years, the rise of China, and its occasional sabre-rattling over Taiwan and the South China Sea, has prompted the Pentagon to move yet more resources away from Europe, into Asia. Because US armed forces are finite and already stretched thin by the demands of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, Washington
## European defence budgets and the financial crisis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Defence spending in 2010 as % of GDP*</th>
<th>Budget cuts/ increases</th>
<th>Impact on forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>Budget to be cut by 20 per cent by 2015, reducing defence spending to 0.6 per cent of GDP</td>
<td>Conscription to be abolished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Budget to be cut by 10 per cent by 2012</td>
<td>4,000 of 38,000 troops to be cut by 2013; 30 military installations to be closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Budget cut by nearly 40 per cent in 2010</td>
<td>Armed forces to be reduced by 20 per cent; cancelled or reduced orders for military vehicles and transport planes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Budget cut by over 20 per cent between 2009 and 2011</td>
<td>4,500 ministry staff and soldiers let go in 2009; withdrawing most troops from Kosovo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Budget to increase by 8 per cent between 2010 and 2014</td>
<td>Troops allocated to NATO and the EU maintained; tank force reduced by half; anti-tank and army air defence units abolished; combat aircraft and helicopters cut significantly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>Budget cut by 17 per cent in 2009</td>
<td>Some procurement projects and infrastructure projects delayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>Budget to be reduced by 7 per cent by 2013</td>
<td>Possible cuts to procurement and base closures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Budget cut by 3 per cent in 2010; further cuts expected</td>
<td>Ministry of defence staff reduced by 8,000; postponed upgrade to Mirage jets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Budget to be cut by one-fourth between 2010 and 2015</td>
<td>Armed forces to be cut from 250,000 to 185,000 and conscription abolished but number of deployable troops to double from 7,000 to 14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>Increase of 7 per cent in 2009, then slight decrease in 2010 and more cuts expected through 2013</td>
<td>Money shifted from new procurement to paying off debt for past purchases; withdrew most forces from Kosovo; postponed more than half military exercises planned for 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Defence spending dropped from 1.2 per cent of GDP to 1.1 between 2008 and 2010</td>
<td>Suspended participation in NATO helicopter programme; procurement programmes under review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Defence budget to be cut by 15 per cent by 2014</td>
<td>Military to lose 500 personnel; army barracks closing; most troops withdrawn from Kosovo and Bosnia; flying hours for navy and air forces reduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Budget 2011-2014</td>
<td>Defence Spending</td>
<td>Armed Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Budget to be cut by 10 per cent between 2011 and 2014</td>
<td>Cut 25 out of its order of 121 Eurofighter jets, reduced order of frigates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Cuts of almost 50 per cent between 2008 and 2010</td>
<td>Closed number of headquarters and agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>Cut of 9 per cent in 2009, another 1 per cent cut in 2010</td>
<td>No new procurement planned for the medium term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Spending to be cut by 'hundreds of millions of euros' starting in 2011 (budget in 2010: around €8 billion)</td>
<td>Delivery of spare parts delayed; exercises cut and maintenance work on army barracks suspended; plans under consideration include cutting 10,000 army jobs and reducing order of F-35 fighter jets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Budget reduced by 9 per cent in 2009</td>
<td>Withdrew forces from Lebanon, Syria and Chad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Budget decreased from 1.5 per cent of GDP in 2008</td>
<td>Delays in command and control, operations and logistic support upgrades, may cancel or reduced planned purchase of fighter jets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Budget decreased from 1.5 per cent of GDP to just above 1 per cent in 2011</td>
<td>Cancelled plans to buy transport aircraft, postponed many modernisation programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>Budget rising but annual rate of growth slowed from 9 per cent to 5 per cent</td>
<td>Reduced order for military vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Defence spending cut by 7 per cent in 2010</td>
<td>Aircraft carrier refit called off, exercises cancelled, 3,000 troops to be cut in 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Spending frozen until 2014</td>
<td>Conscription abolished and some research &amp; development cancelled but buying new submarines, armoured vehicles and other equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Budget to be cut by 7.5 per cent over next four years</td>
<td>Decommissioned aircraft carrier; retired Harrier jets; reduced future carrier fleet from two to one; delayed modernization of Trident submarines; withdrawing all troops from Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*There is too little information available for Cyprus, Luxembourg, Malta and Portugal to warrant inclusion in the table.

There are many things that European countries can do to improve their collective military might even as budgets remain low: these include getting rid of outdated Cold War weapons, ending conscription (conscripts are of little use in expeditionary operations) and opening defence markets to greater competition (which would make weapons more affordable). But the key prescription, one that holds much promise of savings, lies in significantly closer cross-border co-operation: common maintenance, training and education, more widespread sharing of infrastructure such as training grounds or storage facilities, and the creation of joint military units. Only if European politicians create greater economies of scale, reduce the number of officers and bureaucrats and shrink the number of support facilities will they be able to direct more money towards training and equipping first-rate militaries.

Such ‘pooling and sharing’ is an old idea; many researchers and institutes, including the CER,\(^4\) have called for it in the past, as have most key EU strategic documents. Some successes are evident, both in the form of joint equipment purchases and in partial mergers of armed forces: the UK and the Netherlands have formed a joint amphibious unit and the Balts a common defence university. Allies have even entrusted NATO with managing a fleet of transport aircraft and air traffic control planes on their behalf. In 2004, EU member-states formed the European Defence Agency (EDA) specifically to foster collaboration. But progress has been episodic: for each partnership many more countries have opted to go it alone, because they fear that they may not be able to deploy their shared units, or because they worry about the costs. Indeed, because some collaborative projects have produced too little in the way of savings, appetite for pooling and sharing has waned: defence officials in key countries such as Germany say they want less of it in the future.

This reluctance is becoming unaffordable. With defence budgets falling and the United States less and less willing to intervene in
Think of European armed forces as a giant puzzle. Its pieces come together during military deployments to form one whole: countries support each other’s contingents by sharing intelligence, providing security and transportation as well as access to spare parts, food and ammunition. The British-commanded airfield in Kandahar, Afghanistan, is mostly guarded by Slovak troops who, in turn, are supplied by the Canadians and fed by NATO’s logistical agency (NAMSA). This form of co-operation is not just frequent, it is essentially the rule: most EU and NATO countries, with the exception of the largest ones, can only afford to take part in missions away from their borders if they share the burden of supporting the deployment with others. Otherwise, the cost of setting up separate protection for them along with food supplies, weapons and intelligence would be prohibitive. Even the big countries often rely on other nations to provide security or engineering units in order to save money.

But the moment foreign deployment ends, this multinational puzzle falls apart. In peacetime, each government looks after its piece – its national armed forces – more or less alone. While there are some permanent multinational military units, they are as rare as Siberian tigers: of the 1.6 million servicemen and women in EU countries, only a few thousand serve in these. Some 80 per cent of all defence equipment is bought from domestic suppliers, and more than 95 per cent of all equipment belongs to the individual nations rather than the EU or NATO. While European soldiers nearly always fight together, most study separately: multinational defence colleges such as the


recent years, the needs of the war in Afghanistan prompted several governments to shed units that are unsuited for overseas operations. The most aggressive reformers, such as Denmark, the Netherlands and some of the new allies in Central Europe, have been able to increase somewhat the percentage of their forces suited for expeditionary missions. The per-soldier spending in Europe has increased steadily in the past decade, from €73,000 in 2001 to €91,000 in 2009. But some countries have already cut all there is to cut; besides, militaries cannot focus exclusively on expeditionary operations. As long as conventional wars in Europe remain a possibility, however remote, governments will want to retain the ability to fight them. Military skills, once discarded, are very difficult to re-acquire, so armed forces maintain skeleton capacity to fight in various types of conflicts.

A more promising approach to efficiency therefore lies in pooling and sharing armed forces: that is, in improving economies of scale through closer collaboration. Pooling and sharing is a catch-all term that covers a range of different types of co-operation, but essentially they come in three basic forms:

- Governments can pool and share their procurement of weapons and services. New weapons in particular are expensive to develop so some smaller countries choose to share test data or set up joint research facilities. Even big European countries choose to co-research and co-develop the most expensive items such as the A400M transport plane. Alternatively, governments can also pool orders for equipment which they are happy to buy from outside suppliers; this allows them to negotiate a better deal with the manufacturer.

- Governments can integrate parts of their force structures. Militaries that own similar equipment can save by pooling its

**Pooling and sharing**

There are ways to improve these figures. More EU countries should eliminate unneeded Cold War equipment. Many already have in
maintenance and sharing training facilities. Countries can also set up entire joint units: these can save money by, for example, obviating the need for multiple headquarters or supply chains.

Another related form of co-operation lies in specialisation: instead of all European militaries maintaining a certain skill, such as the ability to dispose of unwanted ammunition, they can choose one country and pay it to develop and deploy its specialised unit when necessary.

In real life, ‘procurement’ and ‘structural’ pooling and sharing are often intertwined: for example, countries that buy weapons jointly are likely to want also to share the expense of looking after them and may form joint maintenance depots. Similarly, countries that form a joint unit may want to set up only one supply chain for it and buy from one supplier. But the two forms of co-operation raise somewhat different sets of complications. Many past attempts at pooling procurement have been plagued by participating governments’ inability to agree common technical standards for the equipment they want to buy jointly. Past projects have also suffered from governments insisting on keeping a certain portion of manufacturing jobs at home; this has led to convoluted and expensive production arrangements. This study will not focus on pooling and sharing in procurement: the travails of this form of co-operation have been well documented. Moreover, the total potential savings from equipment procurement alone are limited: on average, European defence ministries spend only about 20 per cent of their budget on research, development and purchases of new weapons.

A more promising kind of collaboration lies in structural pooling and sharing. The lion’s share of defence budgets in Europe go on costs such as salaries, exercises, upkeep of barracks and operations. This money could be better used if European allies were to agree to share facilities or pool their units. A key new notion in this field is ‘permanent structured co-operation’, enshrined in the EU’s new Lisbon treaty. It calls on those EU member-states that have the most capable militaries, to form a defence avant-garde. The idea is that by coming together – by exercising together, forming multinational units – the presence of a core group will inspire other states to strengthen their militaries in order to qualify for membership of the group. But governments have been slow to use this option, mainly because they disagree on who should qualify for membership, but also because many past attempts at pooling and sharing ended in disappointment.
Pooling and sharing is an old concept: it appears in the 2003 European security strategy, and both the EU and NATO have agencies dedicated to identifying joint projects (the EDA and the Allied Command Transformation, ACT, respectively). Governments from Norway to Slovenia have experimented with some form of structural pooling and sharing, though some with more zeal than others: the CER’s research suggests that for each ‘sharer’ (such as the Netherlands or Sweden) there are many ‘loners’ (such as Romania or Spain). Encouragingly, there are more and more ‘newcomers and potentials’: countries that in recent months have started to experiment with, or at least think about, pooling and sharing as a way to mitigate the impact of defence budget cuts on their capabilities.

15 “Systematic use of pooled and shared assets would reduce duplications, overheads and, in the medium-term, increase capabilities” (‘A secure Europe in a better world: European security strategy’, Brussels, December 12th 2003).
## Structural pooling in Europe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Involved in</th>
<th>Main motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The sharers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>Amphibious force with the UK; rapid deployable land headquarters with Germany; integrated naval command with Belgium; shared naval training and logistics with Belgium; member of European air transport command; non-permanent F-16 expeditionary wing with Denmark, Norway and Belgium</td>
<td>Reduce costs, encourage European integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Shared naval training and maintenance with the Netherlands; member of the Eurocorps land army corps headquarters; contributes battalion to Franco-German brigade; pooled fighter, transport, helicopter pilot education with France; member of European air transport command; non-permanent F-16 expeditionary wing with Denmark, Norway and the Netherlands</td>
<td>Encourage European integration, reduce costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Nordic defence co-operation (with Denmark, Finland, and Iceland) which includes joint centre on exchange of data on air traffic and specialisation in military education and more than 40 common procurement programs</td>
<td>Reduce costs, build common Nordic identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>Joint defence college with Latvia and Estonia; naval co-operation with the same countries, as well as a joint radar surveillance centre and specialised naval education</td>
<td>Reduce costs, integration in the EU and NATO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Land rapid deployable corps headquarters with the Eurocorps land army corps headquarters, which also serves as command of the non-permanent brigade with France; member of the European air transport command</td>
<td>European integration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Newcomers and potentials**                                                                                   |
| UK                                               | Amphibious force with the Netherlands; recently agreed wide-ranging co-operation with France including shared use of aircraft carriers and a jointly deployable force | Reduce costs                                         |
| Czech Republic                                  | Talks with Slovakia on sharing air force training and maintenance, logistics and education | Reduce costs                                         |
| Slovenia                                        | Talks with Croatia on building integrated air force | Reduce costs                                         |

| **The loners**                                                                                                  |
| Romania                                          | Non-permanent brigade with Albania, Bulgaria, Italy, Greece, Macedonia and Turkey | Reduce regional tensions                             |
| Spain                                            | Non-permanent amphibious force with Italy (with integrated command); land component command headquarters with France, Italy and Portugal | European integration                                 |

The table focuses on multinational structural pooling, not common procurement. It does not list all EU countries; merely best examples for each category.

Sources: Ministries of defence, EDA, Jane’s Defence Weekly, Defence News.
also expressed concerns that poorer and weaker states may try to ‘free-ride’: to reap benefits of co-operation with a richer neighbour, like the ability to use advanced training grounds, without contributing much in return. These concerns, along with other difficulties – such as the failure to save money or differences in industrial policies (see below for more) – have plagued past pooling and sharing projects and discouraged many defence officials from continuing. EU and US officials are fond of saying that European governments have ‘no option’ other than to co-operate – but they do have options, and many choose to forgo the savings that pooling and sharing offer because they fear loss of sovereignty.

There is little evidence that these political attitudes will change anytime soon: while falling defence budgets make a stronger economic case for pooling and sharing, the economic crisis has also made EU governments more protective of their political rights and somewhat more suspicious of the EU. Future proposals will therefore need to take into account these political sensitivities, and to incorporate other lessons learned from previous pooling and sharing projects. Those that have succeeded did so because the participating states had many or all of the following characteristics in common (listed in the order of importance):  

**Similarity of strategic cultures:** France and Germany failed to use their combined brigade in Afghanistan because of disagreements over where and with what ‘caveats’ (limitations on types of operations) the force could be deployed. These disagreements, which are rooted in different national views on how much risk to subject soldiers to, cannot be easily ‘managed’ for the purpose of a joint operation. For that reason, the recently proposed Franco-British expeditionary force has an arguably better chance of being used in action: the two countries have a similar risk-taking, expeditionary mentality (see text box ‘The Franco-British defence co-operation treaty’, page 25). But commonality of strategic cultures will not guarantee success – the Netherlands and the UK, two relatively like-minded countries, failed to agree the terms

---

16 See for example Michele A Flournoy and Julianne Smith, ‘European defense integration: Bridging the gap between strategy and capabilities’, Center for Strategic and International Studies, October 2005.


18 The author wishes to thank Bastian Giegerich for these observations.
under which to deploy their joint amphibious force in Afghanistan. There are also ways to guard against differences in strategic cultures thwarting a pooling idea: the Belgian and the Dutch train personnel and buy parts for their frigates together but the two countries maintain separate ships and crews, and can deploy independently of each other. They thus reap benefits of pooling without giving up much in sovereignty. The design of the proposed Franco-British expeditionary force follows a similar ‘pooled yet separable’ model. Naturally, similarity of strategic cultures will be more pertinent in cases where countries pool capabilities that are meant to be deployed or those that directly support deployed forces; it will be less relevant in cases where countries pool training grounds or storage facilities, which can also bring substantial savings.

**Trust and solidarity:** when asked what made their co-operation possible, Nordic defence officials cite trust and shared sense of identity: “we think of ourselves as Nordics first, Europeans second”, one official said. Sweden has even vowed unilaterally to defend its Nordic neighbours if they are attacked. Trust is always important but especially so when the forces that partners choose to combine are responsible, directly or indirectly, for defending home territories: governments want to be confident that their partners will not leave them without access to shared assets in times of crisis at home. Trust is often the key difference that determines whether joint projects save money or not: the German-Italian-American missile-defence system, MEADS, is meant to replace existing Hawk and Patriot missile defences. But the participating countries have had so little confidence in one another and in the programme’s success that they have also pursued other national alternatives to MEADS. Instead of saving money by pooling their research and procurement they effectively paid twice (and in 2011 Germany and the US withdrew altogether, citing financial constraints). One way for co-operating countries to build trust is by committing to a treaty, as the French and the British did in 2010.

**Forces of similar size and quality:** when budget cuts forced the Czechs and Slovaks to turn to pooling and sharing in 2010, they automatically gravitated to one another. They have done so partly because of their shared past and similarities in language; but size also had much to do with their decision: while other neighbours such as Germany may have been able to bring more money into joint projects, and while Poland may be more similar in strategic culture to the Czech Republic than Slovakia, the trouble with big countries is that they do not always take smaller partners seriously. The United States has frustrated its European allies to no end by constantly changing timelines for the multinational but US-led F-35 fighter jet programme. Because so few countries make supersonic jets, smaller countries desiring them may have no choice other than to team up with a big one. But in most other cases, co-operation among countries of comparable size will work better than the alternative; asymmetry in size raises fears of one side ‘dominating’ the other and ignoring the smaller party’s needs, thus undermining the all-important trust. Similarly, countries with advanced militaries will want to work with equally sophisticated partners. UK defence officials can sometimes be dismissive of pooling because they see their forces as the best in Europe. France, with whom they eventually agreed a co-operation treaty, is arguably the only peer power on the continent.

**Level playing field for defence companies:** pooling and sharing saves money mainly by allowing the participating states to reduce the amount of equipment they buy or to close facilities. But this invariably means that some company somewhere will not receive an order that it would have received otherwise. For partnerships to work and endure, these losses must be evenly spread. But some countries protect their defence companies more than others, and these asymmetries create friction that can cause co-operation to unravel. Not coincidentally, the UK-French defence co-operation treaty contains a clause urging both sides to buy more goods from one another. Officials familiar with the talks that led to the treaty say that the clause is a warning to Paris that for the partnership to work, France will have to stop shielding its defence companies from...
UK competition. The Swedish-Norwegian relationship, which is at the core of the Nordic defence co-operation, came under strain in 2008 after Norway had chosen to buy US-made F-35s rather than Swedish Gripen. While pragmatic Oslo saw the US plane as the best match for the country’s needs, Stockholm felt that Norway had failed to show regard for the needs of the Nordic defence industry. These attitudes reflect differences in the countries’ views on the role of the government in the economy, so they are deeply rooted. But differences may narrow somewhat as the EU defence procurement directive, which will make it more difficult for governments to protect national defence champions, comes into effect (see the text box on page 37). As the above examples show, the absence of a level playing field for defence industries is not necessarily a deal-breaker – though some in the British defence establishment may reconsider support for the treaty should French companies benefit disproportionately from collaboration with the UK.

**Clarity of intentions:** some countries enter into co-operative projects because they want to save money (the Nordics, for example), others because they want to encourage deeper European integration (Germany with France), yet others because they want to bind non-EU neighbours closer to the European Union (Poland with Ukraine) or because they want to build trust among neighbours with a history of troubled relations (Albania, Bulgaria, Italy, Greece, Macedonia, Turkey and Romania, which established a common brigade). These are all valid reasons but they lead to different conclusions. For example, countries that primarily want to save money may focus on integrating relatively mundane (but costly) tasks such as training or logistics, whereas co-operation for the sake of encouraging EU integration is more likely to involve the creation of high-profile joint units (which, however, may not necessarily save money and could be difficult to deploy). If co-operation is to leave both partners satisfied, there has to be clarity and agreement from the beginning of the discussions among partners on what purpose the initiative is to serve, because this will determine the scope, form and depth of their common project.

---

**The Franco-British defence co-operation treaty**

In November 2010, the EU’s two largest military powers, France and Britain, formally agreed to intensify military co-operation, in a treaty. Among other things, they vowed to create an expeditionary force that would train and deploy together (but not be permanently integrated), make technical changes to allow UK and French aircraft to operate off carriers from both countries, jointly buy spare parts and services for their future A400M transport aircraft and develop common submarine technologies. More joint projects are to follow: the treaty calls on both sides to increase the range of co-operation and to build and operate joint facilities where possible. A separate treaty also sets out co-operation on nuclear arms research. The main treaty reverses Britain’s previously sceptical stance on pooling and sharing with EU states (it has long had a close military relationship with the US and limited co-operation with the Netherlands).

The treaty and the accompanying declaration say much about why the UK and France have chosen each other as partners. The declaration stresses similarities in strategic cultures in its very first paragraph: “The UK and France... share many common interests and responsibilities... we are among the most active contributors to operations in Afghanistan and in other crisis areas around the world.” The document also points out that the two parties’ willingness to use force sets them apart from other EU countries: “We are ... among the few nations able and ready to fulfil the most demanding military missions.”

Paris and London have clearly concluded that co-operation works best when pursued with a ‘natural’ partner, that shares many attitudes to force and foreign policy – and only if it is limited to such a partner. The declaration also emphasises the importance of trust: “Today we have reached a level of mutual confidence unprecedented in our history... We do not see situations arising in which the vital interests of either nation could be threatened without the vital
to have only one supply chain, some procurement officials in the participating countries will have to agree to share power with others. Countries with high levels of corruption will always find it more difficult to do this than their less corrupt counterparts.

Seriousness of intent: governments that take defence seriously – that see a real need to nurture and occasionally use their armed forces – will be more inclined to co-operate than others. Such governments will feel more urgency to mitigate the impact of the decreasing budgets on their capabilities, and will be more willing to accept and navigate the political risks (partial loss of sovereignty, industrial tensions) that cross-border defence co-operation entails.

Low corruption: defence procurement, with its technically complex and often classified contracts, attracts its share of corruption. In recent years, the Czech, Romanian and Hungarian governments have been named in UK and US graft investigations. When national procurement officials are corrupt, they will see pooling and sharing – which may require them to share or delegate authority over purchasing decisions – as a constraint on their ability to profit. If they have enough influence on the political leadership, they may well be in a position to thwart the joint purchase. And while this concerns primarily joint procurement, structural pooling projects can also suffer: if the countries that create a joint unit also want it...
4 ...to future policies

Several important prescriptions flow from the observations in the previous chapter. A lot of factors have to align for structural pooling and sharing to succeed, which is why European cross-border defence integration will remain an exception rather than the rule. While EU militaries may one day form a ‘euroarmy’, its creation presupposes far closer unity of military thought and political identity than is evident today, or will be for the foreseeable future. Similarly, the notion that EU defence should be built around a single core group, whose emergence would encourage others to join in a ‘snowballing’ effect, seems unrealistic. Formation of joint units requires enormous trust and similarity in strategic cultures. It works better if it is done among similar-sized countries. They need to have comparable industrial policies, and the freer they are of corruption the easier they will find it to co-operate. These conditions will only occur in some – and not necessarily connected – parts of Europe. Future pooling and sharing effort should therefore follow these key principles:

★ Rather than pursuing a single ‘permanent structured co-operation’, the focus of EU countries and institutions should be on encouraging the formation of multiple, discreet, regional ‘islands of co-operation’, whose members will partly integrate their militaries. Some of these islands are already well established: the Benelux countries have had much success with pooling and sharing forces and the Nordic states are moving in this direction. Other islands have just emerged: the French-UK co-operation treaty is only months old, and more countries, such as the Czech Republic and Slovakia, are in the early exploration phase. Some existing co-operative projects may well be red herrings rather than the beginning of an island: the
Franco-German brigade is one. Other countries remain without an obvious partner, which meets the necessary criteria to form an island of co-operation: Italy belongs in this category, as does Spain (though they do buy and develop new weapons jointly with others).

Exploration of potential pooling and sharing projects must begin with an analysis of the obstacles to integration. These will differ from region to region. The Germans have had bad experiences with multinational forces; they have focused on pooling combat units but have disagreed with their chosen partner, France, on when and how to deploy them. Elsewhere, as in the British-French case, different industrial approaches may yet hamper progress. Yet other countries such as those in Central Europe had simply not given the subject much thought until recently.

A sensible pooling and sharing policy will take into account these regional differences and produce strategies tailored for discreet parts of Europe. Germany should start focusing on sharing non-combat units; this approach saves money while allowing Berlin to avoid the trap of not being able to deploy its shared unit. Germany has recently agreed with the Netherlands to develop and store ammunition together; it should explore what similar opportunities exist for other weapons systems and whether it can do more to train personnel with others. Britain and France have gone as far as they want to go now in their co-operation; they should focus on implementing their recent treaty and on allowing freer cross-border trade in defence goods, which would open the door to a closer military relationship in the future. The Czech Republic and Slovakia, which are holding early talks on pooling and sharing, should take their time to explore which areas for co-operation promise greatest savings and how to overcome possible political difficulties. They need to try harder to build wide domestic support for their partnership, and continue their recently launched efforts to curb corruption. Elsewhere in Central Europe, NATO and the EU could encourage the formation of new islands of co-operation by advertising other countries’ successes. Governments in Europe’s north, whose forces have long fought alongside and exercised with each other, formalised their partnership by forming ‘Nordic defence co-operation’ in 2009. They should now move deeper into structural pooling: to merge some facilities and shut others and to agree to form future units, such as those to patrol the Arctic, on an integrated basis.

Governments should not strive to create identical groupings; the islands of co-operation will inevitably look different from one another and participating countries will want to integrate to different depths. This is because each cluster faces unique needs. The British and the French, for example, will want to retain their broad-spectrum militaries. They can afford a relatively high degree of self-sufficiency while still being able to deploy sizeable forces in operations. So they will shy away from fully integrating military units but will share certain niche capabilities (such as laboratories for testing nuclear weapons) to save money. Small and medium-sized countries are likely to have stronger bonds of trust and solidarity, which will allow them to integrate more deeply than the big states. They also have less choice; they face a ‘share it or lose it’ moment: unless they can cut cost of certain military skills and activities through collaboration they stand to lose them in the current round of budget cuts.

What areas the various islands select for co-operation will be as important as which countries participate. One lesson from past examples is that pooling efforts that focus on non-deployable forces tend to create fewer political complications than integration of deployable ones. Capabilities such as maintenance, training and education are least likely to be used...
The defence industry must be involved in deliberation on pooling and sharing from the outset. The companies provide a valuable service to governments by guarding the skills needed for national security. If they are left out of deliberations they cannot advise on the impact of pooling and sharing on the national skills base; in the worst case they may lobby against co-operation for fear of losing business. Industry will be more concerned about pooling of procurement if an agreement among several states to buy from one manufacturer instead of several may put those other companies out of business. But even structural pooling and sharing will have a direct bearing on the fortunes of the participating states’ defence companies. Many provide not only goods but also services; some armed forces have outsourced entire training centres and maintenance depots to private companies. When countries choose to merge these facilities, some companies inevitably lose business. By involving defence companies in deliberations, and supporting mergers where companies wish to do this, governments can ease concerns and help to build a healthier, more consolidated industrial base.

The current round of budget cutting would appear to present an ideal chance to forge new, tighter military co-operation: most defence ministers who have been told to cut budgets have decided, sensibly, that it is time to abandon certain underused military capabilities. Entire forces are slated to go: the UK has given up most of its maritime surveillance fleet, and the German government has abolished conscription. In theory, this is the right moment to forge a more integrated, more ‘European’ force out of the 27 national militaries. But, European governments risk wasting this opportunity. While defence officials interviewed for this report say that the budget crisis has made them more open to co-operation, they worry that that they do not have enough time to properly explore what forms of co-operation are politically acceptable and can save money – ministries of defence across Europe are under pressure from their treasuries to cut as soon as possible. Also, while

as a general rule, decisions on how to co-operate and with whom need to be rooted in a rigorous cost and benefit analysis, along with a thorough public discussion of their industrial and political impact. The more the media, the expert community and the political classes know about the advantages and risks of pooling and sharing, the more likely the islands of co-operation are to survive changes of government. The French and the British had taken years to agree which pooling initiatives make the most economic and political sense; they had rejected many ideas precisely because they wanted to focus on those which had a reasonable chance of succeeding. Even so, French defence experts worry that the treaty with the UK may be in jeopardy should a Socialist win the presidency in 2012 (some in the present opposition view collaboration with the UK as a distraction from efforts to build common European defences). Were the treaty to falter, other countries might take fright: they could be investing political capital into pooling and sharing only to be let down by their partners. A thorough public debate cannot completely avert such a risk, but it widens political support for the initiative, thus making it more durable.

★ As a general rule, decisions on how to co-operate and with whom need to be rooted in a rigorous cost and benefit analysis, along with a thorough public discussion of their industrial and political impact. The more the media, the expert community and the political classes know about the advantages and risks of pooling and sharing, the more likely the islands of co-operation are to survive changes of government. The French and the British had taken years to agree which pooling initiatives make the most economic and political sense; they had rejected many ideas precisely because they wanted to focus on those which had a reasonable chance of succeeding. Even so, French defence experts worry that the treaty with the UK may be in jeopardy should a Socialist win the presidency in 2012 (some in the present opposition view collaboration with the UK as a distraction from efforts to build common European defences). Were the treaty to falter, other countries might take fright: they could be investing political capital into pooling and sharing only to be let down by their partners. A thorough public debate cannot completely avert such a risk, but it widens political support for the initiative, thus making it more durable.

★ The defence industry must be involved in deliberation on pooling and sharing from the outset. The companies provide a valuable service to governments by guarding the skills needed for national security. If they are left out of deliberations they cannot advise on the impact of pooling and sharing on the national skills base; in the worst case they may lobby against co-operation for fear of losing business. Industry will be more concerned about pooling of procurement if an agreement among several states to buy from one manufacturer instead of several may put those other companies out of business. But even structural pooling and sharing will have a direct bearing on the fortunes of the participating states’ defence companies. Many provide not only goods but also services; some armed forces have outsourced entire training centres and maintenance depots to private companies. When countries choose to merge these facilities, some companies inevitably lose business. By involving defence companies in deliberations, and supporting mergers where companies wish to do this, governments can ease concerns and help to build a healthier, more consolidated industrial base.

The current round of budget cutting would appear to present an ideal chance to forge new, tighter military co-operation: most defence ministers who have been told to cut budgets have decided, sensibly, that it is time to abandon certain underused military capabilities. Entire forces are slated to go: the UK has given up most of its maritime surveillance fleet, and the German government has abolished conscription. In theory, this is the right moment to forge a more integrated, more ‘European’ force out of the 27 national militaries. But, European governments risk wasting this opportunity. While defence officials interviewed for this report say that the budget crisis has made them more open to co-operation, they worry that that they do not have enough time to properly explore what forms of co-operation are politically acceptable and can save money – ministries of defence across Europe are under pressure from their treasuries to cut as soon as possible. Also, while

In operations: that also means that governments are less likely to fall out over the terms and conditions of their use. Countries that use identical equipment should think of pooling their training and maintenance, as many nations using the NH90 transport helicopter have done. Training facilities are another natural candidate for pooling; already many EU and NATO countries make extensive use of each other’s exercise ranges. They should consider formalising these exchanges, which would allow them to shut some training facilities. Governments tend to focus on pooling deployable forces because that is where they often face the greatest shortages. But they forget that savings made by reducing or eliminating non-deployable capabilities can then be allocated towards building units earmarked for deployments abroad.

...to future policies
pooling and sharing saves money in the long run, it often costs more in the short term because bases may need to be closed, units moved or those made redundant paid off. And there simply is not enough money in budgets for any new outlays. There are exceptions to these observations: the Dutch and the Belgians are intensifying defence co-operation in parallel to their cost-cutting efforts, and so are the Nordics; the UK and France agreed a treaty, though their cooperation was for all practical purposes established long before the current round of budget cuts. Most EU countries will take the long way towards forming islands of co-operation: they will probably cut forces first, in isolation from their possible partners, and only then look for opportunities for partnership.

What role for the EU and NATO?

The EU and NATO should assist countries that are prepared to pool and share when they are ready. The role of these institutions will necessarily be limited because governments remain determined to defend their sovereignty in military affairs. But EU and NATO can nevertheless help in four important ways: changing mindsets, creating incentives, removing obstacles to pooling and sharing, and directly managing pooled capabilities.

Changing mindsets: pooling and sharing may be an old concept but it is far from universally known around Europe; many officials interviewed for this report professed general knowledge but little understanding of the pros and cons. The EU and NATO should help to spread awareness by distributing examples of best practice from co-operative ventures around Europe. As well as encouraging more countries to explore pooling and sharing, this would also have the benefit of helping governments that are only beginning to explore co-operation to avoid the mistakes of their predecessors. At present, they are left to seek out those lessons on their own; officials in the Czech Republic and Slovakia have sought advice from think-tanks because there was relatively little knowledge of the subject in the respective governments, and the EU and NATO were of little help.

The EDA has recently begun to catalogue regional pooling initiatives; it should also systematically gather data on what made these projects successful and why others have failed. NATO defence planners can help by analysing regional needs; they can also be useful by setting out measurable ‘force goals’ for islands of cooperation to accomplish. NATO’s defence planners also conduct regular visits to capitals to assess their military readiness – they should consider adding experts at pooling and sharing to their teams, who could impart their lessons during the assessment visits.

Creating incentives: the EU and NATO could do more to use their multinational rapid reaction forces (the EU battlegroups and the NATO Response Force, NRF, respectively) to encourage pooling and sharing. While their primary raison d’être has been to give both institutions the ability to quickly respond to crises, the forces have also served to motivate member-states to reform their militaries (because only the most capable units can serve in the battlegroups and the NRF), and to encourage governments to build joint units. But on this last count, the experiment has disappointed: countries come together for the duration of one battlegroup and NRF ‘rotation’ (six months), but then go their own separate ways. Some relationships are built but they rarely have a lasting effect. The EU should adopt recent Polish proposals that the battlegroups should always be composed of the same states, and that they should be on rotation on a predictable schedule, for example every three years. This would give the member-states reasons to maintain close long-term co-operation with partners in the battlegroup, and possibly to pool their units on a permanent basis, not just for the duration of the rotation.

Removing obstacles: the EU is helping to smooth the way for future pooling and sharing projects through its procurement directive, which will remove many barriers to cross-border defence competition and trade. The European Commission should insist on the directive’s vigorous implementation and use the threat of judicial proceedings against any government that drags its feet.
Both the EU and NATO should explore ways to encourage those countries that have problems with corruption in defence procurement to clean up. European governments are making progress: the UK recently tightened its laws on bribery and the Czechs want to change defence procurement rules to reduce the role of middlemen. Another possible approach may be to threaten suspension of assistance from NATO’s common infrastructure programmes to countries that do not tackle corruption in their procurement systems. The large EU and NATO member-states have less need for such assistance and they also take a dim view of foreign officials advising them on how to run their militaries. But the EU and NATO can be effective in pressuring smaller and medium-sized states to address corruption where it exists.

The EU and NATO defence colleges can also assist pooling and sharing indirectly by narrowing differences in the strategic outlooks among future defence leaders in NATO and EU governments. They could make a more direct contribution by making pooling and sharing a more prominent part of their curriculum. Lastly, NATO and EU efforts to increase interoperability among member-states’ forces directly pave the way for pooling and sharing: the more common technical standards and operating procedures European governments can agree on, the easier they will find it to pool portions of their armed forces.

The EU defence procurement directive

From August 2011, a new EU law will make it difficult for governments to shield national defence companies from outside competition. This will have the effect of curtailing member-states’ protectionist habits and reducing tensions between those governments which have an open tendering system and those which prefer national suppliers.

The EU’s directive aims to end protectionism in defence markets by setting out specific rules for procurement of military materiel. At present, the defence sector is in practice largely exempt from the EU’s single market rules, on national security grounds. Governments have routinely abused the exemption to give preferential treatment to national defence champions even where no justifiable ‘national security grounds’ exist: between 2000 and 2004, less than 13 per cent of all opportunities to tender for European defence related contracts were published.23

The EU has countered by setting out new procurement procedures for defence goods, which take into account the specificities of the sector (such as the need for guaranteed supplies in times of war). Under the new law, governments will find it more difficult to justify exemptions from these new rules. EU countries have until August 2011 to adopt legislation that transposes the directive into national law. If the European Commission enforces its new rules – and it may have to resort to the European Court of Justice because many member-states will be tempted to drag their feet on implementation – defence and security sectors will see much more cross-border competition.

By forcing EU governments to open more defence tenders to foreign competition on penalty of court action and fines, the directive will also help to smooth the way for military pooling and sharing across EU borders. At
Managing pooled capabilities: the EU and NATO can manage capabilities on behalf of groups of member-states. NATO operates a fleet of airborne air-traffic control airplanes (AWACS); it has recently added three transport planes (C-17s), which it operates on behalf of twelve NATO members and partners. Instead of each participating state assuring their airworthiness and ordering spare parts and supplies, one NATO agency does it all, saving money. Small and medium-sized states seeking large and expensive platforms such as transport planes and satellites will often have no option other than turn to NATO or the EU; their budgets are too small to buy such equipment nationally. The EDA is also leading talks among EU countries on making more efficient use of existing transport aircraft in Europe. This will not include, for the time being, the purchase of new transport planes but the EDA can help states that already own such equipment to save money through arranging common training, exercises, basing and maintenance, among other things.

EDA officials say that they have had a lot more success with projects that only involve groups of member-states rather than EU-wide ones, lending further evidence to support the ‘islands of co-operation’ approach. But there are some systems which NATO and the EU should in the future operate on behalf of all member-states. The EU already runs a fleet of global positioning satellites, Galileo, which the member-states will use to guide bombs and missiles, a centre (SitCent) which collates intelligence from national governments, and a facility in Spain that collects images and other information from member-states’ satellites. It should also move into jointly building and operating observation and surveillance satellites. Several EU member-states operate such systems; France has Helios and Pleiades satellites, Germany has SAR-Lupe and Italy owns Cosmo-SkyMed. They would save money if other EU countries shared the costs and ownership. But progress on creating a common fleet of intelligence satellites has been slow: the member-states do not trust each other to keep secrets and they prefer to have the ability to gather intelligence on their own. Governments should also ask the EU and NATO to develop and manage less sensitive facilities needed for common operations: NATO has an extensive network of commands, and the EU should have a command of its own capable of managing an operation. For their part the two institutions will need to improve their collaboration (so that governments are not paying for duplicate efforts) and improve their management practices (so that they prove good stewards of their member-states money).

What about specialisation?

Admittedly, the ‘islands of co-operation’ approach does not by itself guarantee that the individual European pieces will add up to an effective, coherent EU or NATO force when necessary. Ideally, the member-states would not only form regional clusters but such clusters would specialise in discreet capabilities that complement each other. Either the EU or NATO would help to co-ordinate the choice of capabilities and monitor how well countries in the cluster did at developing their chosen skill.24 Some specialisation of roles is taking place – only certain countries such as Germany and the Netherlands have theatre missile defences. Both the EU and NATO have encouraged their members to
establish ‘centres of excellence’ in a particular skill: the Estonians run a facility on NATO’s behalf that studies cyber-threats and the Czechs specialise in detecting chemical, biological and nuclear materials. But many other governments have either maintained or are developing national capacity to do the same things; they do not want to rely on centres of excellence in some faraway country. The centres thus exist alongside, rather than in place of, national capacities. The EU and NATO as a whole are not saving money, which is the main purpose of specialisation (though the centres do allow smaller countries to gain access to expertise they would be unable to afford themselves).

Deeper specialisation among European governments or among the ‘islands of co-operation’, in which they effectively outsource certain military skill to another country or cluster, seems out of reach for the foreseeable future. Interviews with EU government officials suggest that they do not trust their partners to always bring their ‘niche’ forces to the battlefield when they are required; EU countries are uncomfortable with the dependency that specialisation creates. The EU and NATO should focus on what is achievable – and that is greater integration on the basis of islands of co-operation. They should also encourage specialisation within these clusters, whose members by definition share a higher degree of trust than European states collectively. Nordic military education is a good example: instead of all Nordic nations providing the same courses, each nation offers training within a specific subject area; the Finns teach courses for military observers and the Danes teach military police officer course.

5 Conclusion: The benefits of pooling and sharing in context

Pooling and sharing will never compensate for inadequate defence budgets: when average spending in Europe, as percentage of GDP, drops by half – as it has over the past two decades – militaries will inevitably suffer. However, properly applied, pooling and sharing can offset the impact of lower budgets, and structural pooling in particular holds promise of significant savings.

Critics will argue that a regional clusters approach runs counter to the idea of a stronger and more unified Europe. They should reconsider. If implemented, a strategy based around islands of co-operation will make participating countries militarily stronger, and this will give the EU and NATO access to more, rather than less, capability in the future. The regional approach merely recognises three realities: that individual states will retain the right to structure their armed forces as they see fit; that the needs, abilities and experiences of these states vary greatly from region to region; and that successful sharing arrangements have to be rooted in those regional commonalities and specificities.

Islands of co-operation are not meant to preclude the possibility that many military skills and hardware will be integrated at the EU and NATO level; many (such as the AWACS fleet) already are and more (such as surveillance satellites and command and control centres) should be. By definition, EU- and NATO-wide purchases offer greater economies of scale than the proposed islands of co-operation. But governments will want to retain control of most
defence capabilities at the national level. And if they share with anyone it will only be with the closest and most trusted partners. For all these cases, ‘islands of co-operation’ are as good as it gets.
A wave of budgetary austerity is weakening Europe’s defences. The armed forces of Europe will lose important skills and capabilities unless they can find ways of saving money through collaboration. Tomas Valasek examines previous efforts at pooling and sharing, and explains why some succeeded better than others. The formation of joint units works better if the countries involved have similar sizes and strategic cultures, and if they trust each other and have comparable attitudes to the defence industry. European leaders should encourage various groups of compatible member-states to work together in military ‘islands of co-operation’.
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